
Release Notes for 11/16/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release  

(Core Apps Team Sprint 148 2-Week Work Cycles) 
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Aligned Birth Location fields on Create Person We fixed an issue where Birth Location 
fields were not aligned with the rest of the 
data fields on the Create Person UI screen. 

WISEid: Change Requests escalated to DPI for review 
and override 

We added a feature to the Change 
Request process where if a Change 
Request reaches the Denied Status, a 
district can appeal the change request to 
DPI for review.  DPI can approve the 
change request after a denial.  A change 
request can only be appealed one time. 
After being appealed once it will not have 
the button to appeal again. 

WISEid: Fixed errors on WISEid Person Edit UI (Part #1) We had an issue in the Person Edit UI 
where after using the Reset button, some 
of the field validations would not display 
when an error was triggered. This has 
been fixed. 

WISEstaff: Added message advising of Clear 
Non-Required Data 

We added a footer on the Assignment 
Code List with message about when 
Contracts are required for an assignment: 
"* If a staff member has no assignments 
for your hiring agency which require a 
contract, then any contract information 
entered will be removed when selecting 
Clear Non-Required Data during the 
Validate Staff Data process." 

WISEstaff: Assignment 53-0970 should not require 
grades 

We changed code 53-0970 Intern so that 
grades are no longer required. If you have 
any grades applied, you will get info 
messages, and they will be removed 
during the Clear Non-Required Data 
process. 

WISEstaff: Assignment Code List 'Area' values are now in 
order on search results and export 

We fixed an issue where the sorting on the 
Assignment Code List was incorrect. 



WISEstaff: Assignment Code List Grades setting (Y/N) 
now matches display in Assignment UI 

We had an issue where Assignment Code 
List grade settings weren’t matching what 
displayed in the Assignment, but this has 
been resolved. 

WISEstaff: Audit Results page now shows all results. We fixed an issue where audit results for 
2016-17 were not showing in the UI after 
we rolled the staff collection to 2017-18. 
Now all years that are available for audit 
results will show. 

WISEstaff: Contract Delete button now clears data 
immediately. 

We fixed an issue where Contract data was 
caching data in the browser after the user 
pushed the Delete button. Data was being 
deleted, but the Internet browser still 
showed the values as present until the 
page was refreshed. 

WISEstaff: Created ELO license details screen that shows 
look-up list of potential Entity IDs 

Instead of allowing users to insert 
numbers for Entity IDs, we have a new 
search tool where users can search real 
time licensed persons by Entity ID, first, 
and last name.  Districts will no longer 
have to use the License Lookup webpage 
which doesn’t have birthdates.  Users 
should compare the data of WISEid vs. ELO 
for needed corrections.  A future story will 
add Search by Middle Name and display of 
suffixes from ELO. 

WISEstaff: Validate Staff Page - Added Go to Navigator 
tool 

On the Validate Staff Data screen, we 
added a button for Go To Navigator tool. 
Users can click to navigate directly in the 
UI for each validation error to resolve or 
review.  While in each screen the navigator 
remains present. If a filter or sort was 
applied before going into the navigator, it 
will be in place inside the navigator. 

 


